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	Providing a true integration of pathology with clinical management, this volume presents a practical, comprehensive text on benign and malignant disease of the adult bladder. Integrating pathology, surgical management, oncology and molecular study in a site-specific manner to include the urethra, urinary bladder, ureter and renal pelvis, The Urinary Tract: A Comprehensive Guide to Patient Diagnosis and Management is the first text in adult bladder disease to closely interweave multiple clinical disciplines into each chapter. For the majority of chapters, a pathologist and urologist or urologic oncologist are paired to provide the greatest integration of information for each disease process.
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Virtual Technologies for Business and Industrial Applications: Innovative and Synergistic ApproachesBusiness Science, 2010

	Business growth depends on the ability to innovate. Knowledge management concepts, business process reengineering, human centered assets and information and communication technologies are the foundation for innovation though virtual reality makes innovation a reality.


	Virtual Technologies for Business and Industrial...
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Introduction to Digital Signal Processing and Filter DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A practical and accessible guide to understanding digital signal processing
   Introduction to Digital Signal Processing and Filter Design was developed and fine-tuned from the author's twenty-five years of experience teaching classes in digital signal processing. Following a step-by-step approach, students and...
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Electronic and Electrical Servicing, Second Edition: Consumer and Commercial ElectronicsNewnes, 2007
The key to success in City & Guilds courses in electronic and electrical servicing

Electronic and Electrical Servicing provides a thorough grounding in the electronics and electrical principles required by service engineers servicing home entertainment equipment such as TVs, CD and DVD machines, as...
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Microsoft Excel 2003 Programming Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2003
You’re a sophisticated user of Excel—a real pro with spreadsheets—so now dig  into its powerful programming capabilities and really put your data to work!  From writing code in Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to taking  advantage of new XML data-sharing features, this book packs hundreds of  timesaving programming...
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Fuzzing: Brute Force Vulnerability DiscoveryAddison Wesley, 2007
The concept of fuzzing has been around for almost two decades but has only recently captured widespread attention. In 2006, we saw a plague of new vulnerabilities emerge that affected popular client-side applications including Microsoft Internet Explorer, Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel; a large portion of these vulnerabilities were discovered...
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30 Minutes to Master the InternetKogan Page, 1997
The Internet; the World-Wide Web – or sometimes, just `the Net'.

Business cards now all seem to carry electronic mail – or even `home page' – addresses; newspaper and TV adverts quote complex Web addresses, pointing the interested user into that cyberspace of multi-media, interconnected pages. Shop for PCs or software...
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